Hampstead Neighbourhood X'orum

Autumn 2014 public survey on vision document: summary of written comments.
Just over 200 people (about half of respondents) chose to add written comments to
their answers to the multiple-choice questions on the Vision document objectives. The
summary below retains the structure of the Vision document and adds one further
category at the end.

Vision map
Seven people believe Church RowlPerrins Walk should be included in the Forum
area. oMust persuade Church RoW?errins walk Forum to join! Makes no sense to
have separate plans.' 'Any conflict will diminish the weight and impact with Camden
planners!' 'How did this happen? Is their vision different from yours? Was there some
clash of personalities? What is their justification? If I were Camden Council l would
not agree to two separate Forums.o 'Very disappointing as ifs an important part of the
community.' oChurch Row and Perrins Walk are central to the village of Hampstead.'
Seven people query the area around Fleet Road. Two say this is not part of
Hampstead and should not be included. Four say all or part of Constantine Road and
Savernake Road should be included. One points to 'the other side of the track' and
says 'there is a distinct social difference hinted at, which I think should be
eliminated.' One says Mansfield Road conservation area should be included. 'If we
were not included I would object to the Forum representing South End Green since
based on the map its really a Hampstead forum not a South End Green forum. One
asks whether South End Close is included. (It does not appear on the Forum map.)

Others comment that the Royal Free Hospital, Frognal, Kenwood and Golders
Park should be included.

Hill

Homes and Heritage
Twenty-two people express their opposition to basement developments, even though
basements were not specifically mentioned in the vision document.
'Please reduce new basement development.' 'Refuse permission for large basement
oWhat about avoiding over-development of

excavations creating mega-houses.'
existing properties such as basement and roof extensions? Such a menace.' 'Efforts
should be made to put more pressure on the Council to refuse such applications or at
ol'm
least put in place greater support for neighbours affected by such excavations.'
concemed by the rise of deep basements with potential of water damage to buildings
on either side.' 'Protect neighbours from basement development inflicted damages.' 'I
would like the Forum to be more specific in aims and efforts to help Camden Council
(and Planning Depart) tighten up regulations in order to prevent this.' 'Oppose the
endless blight of building work, particularly basement excavations, with its negative
impacts on neighbours and the local area.'

'Renovations should be limited in scope to avoid the noise and damage to
neighbouring houses through subsidence and interference with the water table.'

'Planners should take care not to give consent to developments that affect t}re water
table.' 'Please consider very carefirlly applications to dig deep. Because of sand and
underground streamslsprings, we are risking the survival of beautiful old buildings.'
'Terrible basement developments in South Hill Park ruining the architecture of the
area.' 'Hard to work from home given the endless building works around here.
Basement conversions with the endless jackhammers are the worst.' 'Legislate against
basement developments - probably need an act of parliament.'
One slightly different view: 'The only harm I see for digging out below houses is the
inconvenience to neighbours while it is going on provided no complete subterranean
dam is formed by a number of adjacent diggings. The roof top extensions are far
more disturbing, mostly inherently ugly and out of keeping with the neighbourhood.'

Twelve people believe there should be a better mix of housing, with an effort to
provide more affordable homes. 'More diversity is needed to save Hampstead from
becoming just a super-rich enclave.' '[There is] excessive development pressure to
oCreate plan
to tum empty houses into
a
produce expensive luxury house and flats.'
new affordable homes.' 'Provide affordable rented accommodation for single people.'
'It is important to have a mixed community but this is increasingly difficult with the
price of houses and flats sky-high.' 'I wish things could be made less expensive and
that the village could be more available to the poorer end of society with more social
housing available.'
Several people say new design should not be discouraged in a misguided eflort to
keep Hampstead'all quaint.'
One resident says Camden should be pressed to maintain its housing and spaces to a
higher aesthetic standard.

Streets and movement
Twenty people identiff trafiic congestion as a problem, though from different
perspectives. Ten people associate it with the school run, and several specifically link
the issue to the number of private schools in the area.

'Ask schools within the

area to provide buses to move children to and from school

and thus reduce the appalling impact of the school

run.' 'There are too many private

schools in Hampstead generating traffic.' 'More needs to be done to reduce school
run traffic in the area and no more schools should be established. The proposed new
St Anthony's school in Arkvwight Road should be opposed.' 'School run drivers who
park illegally should be ticketed and not just left to get away with it as is Camden's
current policy.' 'Make pments use public transport or walk by stopping parking
permits for parents.' '[Because of the number of schools] the streets are so congested
making it unpleasant and for other residents and pedestrians.' 'No planning consent
should be given for expansion of schools (except a state secondary).'

Additional comments on traffic propose more one-way streets; stopping heavy lorries
and construction vehicles driving through Hampstead; restricting times for deliveries;
diverting heavy traffic from village on Sundays; making Fitzjohns Avenue safer for
pedestrians; stopping rat runs like New End and Willow Road; more traffic calming,

for example on Christchurch Hill and South Hill Park Gardens; enforcement of the
20mph speed limit; pedestrianising Hampstead High Street, all or some of the time.
On other'streets and movement' issues, reservations are expressed about objective A
on the relative needs of different types of tavellers. 'We all want to encourage
facilities for pedestrians, cyclists, the young and the elderly, but when should these
override the needs of us as motorists, still needing to get in and out. And the needs of
the local economy to be able to save those coming by car?' 'I agree with...
encouraging walking, but I don't support encolragement of more facilities for
cyclists. It would be a shame if Hampstead becomes burdened with the often
confrrsing and dangerous cycle lanes that other parts of London have.' 'I do not see
easing restictions on local cycling as a benefit.' 'The wording sounds like it could be
666While
used to make vehicular travel a potential nightmare.'
recognising the need for
cars'o - what does this imply in this context? It looks like a fudge.'
The NW3 Business Association, representing some 150 businesses, says: 'The aim
should not only recognise the need for cars but also the need for parking of cars close
to shops and businesses.'

Other comments call for fewer cyclists on the Heath; no noisy old buses 'howling' up
Pond Street; no parking restrictions after 6.30pm; more parking for shoppers; more
car club facilities; and encouraging electric vehicles so as 'to improve air quality and
noise pollution, by increasing the number and power of public charging points, and
campaigning for residents charging points, with the objective of making Hampstead
one of the UKs leaders in electric vehicle adoption.'
There are comments about the streetscape. Several people are very concerned about
dog mess and liuer; 'pavements need to be power cleaned more often'; 'more
sculpture and public arts'; 'rediscover lost spaces such as the area of Oriel Place tree';
'more benches for elderly to rest on'; 'limit street furniture - far too many intrusive
poles'; 'reduce the amount of steet signage ... the absurd number of parking signs
and speed-limit signs is ugly and unnecessary.'

Local economy
In the Forum's public meetings, the issue that has been raised more than any other is
the mix of shops on Hampstead High Street. The common demand is for more
independent retailers and fewer chain outlets, and in particular fewer mobile phone
shops and estate agents. This survey reflects the same view. Thirty-five people chose
to express their concerns about this by writing their own comments on the survey.
Some examples: 'The High Street should not be a carbon copy of every other high
street. We want tourists to come to appreciate the wide open spaces, greenery and
heritage - and for shops they cant find anywhere else!' '[We] need to atEact more
individuaUcharacter retail outlets rather than High Street rutmes...This will increase
visitor flow to the High Street and make it distinctive and different from other retail
areas.' 'I'd like to see much more diversity in the type of shops in Hampstead village.
It's become far too corporate and boring. Too many expensive boutiques, estate agents
and mobile phone shops. We have no real butcher's after losing Steele's, only two
greengrocers, one Tesco monopolistic outlet, just one rather costly fishmonger in the

market. Rents are too high for the small businesses which we still see, for example, in
Highgate.'
Others are more terse: 'Small, privately owned shops. No more big chains. No coffee
shops, estate agents, mobile phone shops.' 'Fewer estate agents; fewer mobile phone
shops.' 'Limit the number of same shops e.g. charity shops, coffee shops, estate
oProtect
essential shops, hardware, chemists, green grocers,
agents, hairdressers.'
health food.' 'Local shops and not chains.
These views also extend to pubs and restaurants. 'I want to see proper protection for
our historic public houses. Pubs are essential hubs for the community and they are
under threat from brewery company owners who have turned into property businesses
selling offfreeholds and leases to developers and supermarkets. This must be resisted
and the planning law changed to stop it.' 'The pubs closing is the biggest issue in
Hampstead. These places are busy and well used, and profitable, but are vulnerable
simply to property speculation - it should be illegal.' 'Greedy landlords are creating
too many vacant premises. ... not enough "normal pubs" with traditional fare.' '[We]
need to athact better restaurants and eating choices for visitors and locals alike. The
level and choice of restaurants is very standard/chain and lacks creativity and

originality.'
Respondents are clear about the problem: high rents and rates. 'My main problem
with the village is the rates and rents. It needs to be'capped'for small independent
businesses. Without doing this... we'll continue to lose our beloved independent
retailers. They can't survive like this!' 'fThere] should be agreement with Camden re
their letting of premises to the highest bidder instead of supporting local enterprise.
Every new opening seems to be a phone shop. Help with rent/rates reduction!' 'Our
objectives especially when it comes to the mix of shops may be in contrast with what
the landlords want. We need the larger landlords to embrace our vision too.'

Enlightened landlords in Marylebone were mentioned with approval.

However, some people temper their views on this issue. 'While I encourage small
businesses I think we have to be realistic - the small businesses often suffer and the
chains often do well. This is a shame but is a clear indication of how people use the
local services and no amount of petitioning is going to change the habits of a
majorrty...People have very little appetite for shopping in the various random small
businesses that seem to spring up. That's just a fact of life.'
The NW3 Business Association, representing some 150 Hampstead businesses,
comments: 'We consider that where possible, the forum should facilitate and support
the ability of local shops, businesses and amenities in supporting the changing and
diverse needs of visitors.' However, it also says: 'We appreciate the call by some
residents for usefrrl shops and to reject stores which might have multiple branches
from sanitising the retail experience in the village. As you know, there has been a
continuous opening and closing of these multiples for 75 years or more. The Express
Dairy, Sainsbury's, Woolworths, Maynards, Dixons, Dewhurst, to name a few, have
come and gone and some like Boots have come, gone and returned again. We cannot
control or seek to control who comes and goes, nor should we seek the ability to do
this.' On a related issue, that of encouraging landlords to create shared office space
for companies providing business services, the Association says the provision of such

services should be encouraged, but'it is for landlords to decide whether they want to
let their offices to one or several users. Creating shared offtce space is time
consuming and expensive and that is reflected in higher rents. It is not for any outside
organisation to interfere in this market.'

Not all respondents share the vision of a Hampstead designed to attract visitors. 'It is
more important that local shops serve the basic needs and services for local residents
than serving the tourists and visitors.' 'I disagree with promoting tourism being given
such prominence. Our priority should be to serve the needs of residents, not visitors.
A lot of visitors to Hampstead is not necessarily desirable.' 'Tourism at the weekends
makes Hampstead village hell for long term residents, as do the bicyclists on the
pavement [and the] increase in tables filling up small alleys and walkways.' 'Tourists
are important, but not more important than serving the needs of residents.'
Open space and landscape
Several reservations are expressed about the objectives in the Forum's vision
document. Two people ask what is a 'green space'. Four people resent the implication
that the Forum could influence what they did with their gardens. 'I strongly object to
any suggestion that the Forum will have any say over what I do with my own front
garden.' 'The house two doors away has concreted their garden and as far as I am
concerned that is up to them.' 'Private garden design should remain a private matter.'
'Seems to be giving the busybodies even more power over people's private property.'

Three people want more protection for trees while one says 'this must be balanced by
the needs of residents where trees affect their homes or gardens adversely, e.g. root
damage and encroachment; leaching of water, casting excessive shade.'

Building community
The clearest issue here is the lack of a police station. Seven people comment that the
closure of Hampstead police station must be reversed.
Other issues include: common facilities such as a library, meeting spaces, facilities for
children. 'Hampstead needs to recognise the need for places for children of all ages to
go. There are very few places for babies or for mums to meet with buggies or small
children, so many parents head to Swiss Cottage anda2.' One person comments:
'The cultural nature of Hampstead needs to be more self-evident, by way of an
exhibitions, music festivals, dance, etc.' Another wants 'more street parties and
festivals', but another objected to the visiting fairground on the Heath because 'it is a
hideous blight to green space, [and] its noise pollution would not be tolerated if it
were an another activity.' Another person suggests a historical Hampstead app and
that'the scientific, literary, artistic and creative connections and heritage of the
Forum area should be made widely accessible.'

South End Green ideas
There are some specific suggestions regarding the South End Green are4 and it seems
useful to mention them separately since the area is currently the subject of public

discussion. At a previous Forum public meeting, residents had raised a number
issues specific to the area.

of

One respondent comments: 'South End Green is becoming dangerous due to the
amount of and lack of control of increased traffrc in this over-congested small space.
There is a huge increase in pedestrians around South End Green. The pavements are
hazardous because of the amount of cyclists riding up and down them at speed.'

Specific suggestions included:
pedestrianize South End Road next to the memorial
more parking
restore postal facilities
sort out bus and traffic pile ups outside M&S, and reduce bus numbers
encourage shop landlords to invest in properties which have become shabby
add CCTV c€lmeftN to monitor crime
clearer traffic signs
enforce'no alcohol' regulations around the fountain
improve the lighting around the fountain
increase the police presence
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